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The 1st social network for
the hip hop community is
now available for artists
and fans to connect and
share content.
Drop voice notes, live stream to
other users, and more. This is a
platform for us, by us.

NOW AVAILABLE ON

APP FEATURES:
•

Ability to drop voice notes on the timeline
and in DMs. (Bars!)

•

Live broadcast to your followers (GoLive)

•

Keep track of the most popular posts of
the past 24hrs, week, and month. Stay
Lit! (Litty)

•

Artists who share content on Bars receive
limited free promo!

Benny the
Butcher Tana Talk 3
Real Hip Hop is back and its
coming out of Buffalo, NY

THE KOFFEE
Kanye West and TIDAL reached
a deal in the case of The Life
of Pablo‘s alleged “deceptive
marketing” Tuesday (January
29), The Fashion Law reports. Justin
Baker-Rhett, who entered an $84
million suit against West and the
streaming service in April of 2016,
filed documents informing the
court that a settlement had been
reached between all parties for an
undisclosed amount.

Cardi B is denying reports she’s
moved back into the Atlanta
home she shared with Offsetprior
to their split last month. On
Thursday (January 31), the
platinum-selling artist hopped in
Baller Alert’s comment section
and accused TMZ of lying about
a reconciliation.
“TMZ why ya be lying,” she wrote.
“I haven’t even been in ATL since
Christmas.”

Have you been on the
fence with adopting a vegan
lifestyle? JAY-Z and Beyoncé are
offering fans a little extra
incentive: free tickets to any
of their shows, anywhere, for
life. The contest, part of The
Greenprint Project.

Akevius

Akevius is back motivated and ready to get back on
the music scene Carolinas own.
Check out his hit singles
Akevius - Dumb Love ft. Piles
Akevius- Cupid

Check out the song

Run
it
by Kirkmillz ft.
Akevuis
Booking

kareemgary75@gmail.com
KirkMillz

Booking
Iamakevius
Akevius.com
704-957-0327
akevius_morris@yahoo.com

IOLA
BIG B

LOTTO

NICE

TONI

MAKE SURE YOU CHECK OUT THEIR HIT SINGLE “STRUGGLING”
IOLAGANG

BOOKING
KAREEMGARY75@GMAIL.COM
704 591 1944

Rae Shine
KM - For those that don’t
know Rae Shine where are
you from?
RS - I’m from Germantown,
MD a small city in between
Washington, D.C. & Baltimore.
I lived in that general area my
whole life.

KM - What’s it like being from
the DMV and being a rapper?
Do you think its easy to get on
or is it a lot of competition?
RS - I don’t feel like I am in
competition with anyone, only
myself to grow and keep being
better than I was. There are a
lot of Artists, female and male.
I think you must stand out from
the crowd. Find your niche
and know your wave.

KM - I’m sure you get asked
it a lot how do you feel about
being a white Artist in a mostly
black culture and genre?
RS - Honestly, I don’t really
think about it too much. If I
am at a place and I am the

only white person I do get
stares or people act funny but
after they see you are cool,
they forget you are there. Or
I do my thang on stage and
then everyone comes up to
me and says how good I did.
That breaks the ice. But in
general, I do feel like I must
really prove that I am dope
to the world. Some of the
white female emcees out right
now aren’t getting that much
respect.
There aren’t any
getting radio air time. So, I
want to make sure I always
put out and make great music.
KM - What Artists do you look
up to and would you like to
work with?

I’ve learned so much in my life and I feel it is my
responsibility to share it. I’ve been on both side of the
train tracks. The struggle side in the hood, the middle
class and the wealthy.
RS - The first Artist that comes
to mind is Travis Scott. I just
think he is so talented I know I
would learn so much from him.
I love the ways his harmonies
and layers all come together
on a record. I love that he just
has fun with it and creates.
He’s so free. I know we would
create magic. But I would
love to work with Cardi or
Nicki Minaj. I look up to both
because you can’t deny their
talent. I mean Nicki is a Vet, in
the game 10 years strong and
still kills every record. I love
how Cardi is so fearless. She
is really helping feminism in a
lot of ways. Like own who you
are as a woman and be fierce.
KM - Listening to some of
your music it seems like you
were or are pro natural as far
as plastic surgery and body
enhancement.
Is that true
since you look up to Artists who
may have had altering surgery?
RS - That’s a good question
and that is true I am very pro
natural. I had a friend go to
a fake doctor’s home and get
butt shots that weren’t FDA approved and caused her to stop
breathing and die. We are so
hard on ourselves as women
to look this way or that and always look perfect on camera.
I’ve wished for more boobs
or butt at times & luckily, I’m

Check out my latest
video “Boss B!#ch”
on Youtube!
raeshine1
raeshine1
raeshine1
msraeshine
www.raeshine.com

naturally blessed and have a
shapely body. But I’ve noticed
that girls who are super thick
with sexy poses get more numbers then conservative girls.
Honestly you have got to be
comfortable in your own skin,
stick to your morals and know
why you are in the lime light,
what’s the purpose. Whatever
you put out you attract. Yes,
my numbers would be crazy,
but I don’t want dick picks and
crazy stuff in my dm. All that
being said I don’t judge anyone who goes that route if they
want. But be safe, make sure
you have the money to maintain it and love yourself don’t
just do it for attention. If you
live life superficially you can’t
expect everything to be real.
KM - So, it seems like you
are more about a purpose or
message?

RS - I’ve learned so much
in my life and I feel it is my
responsibility to share it. I’ve
been on both side of the train
tracks. The struggle side in
the hood, the middle class
and the wealthy. I’ve been in
some really dark places and
fought my way out of it. I feel
like I am a healer and have
been given these gifts and
experiences to help others
as much as I can through
my words and actions, giving
back when I can. So, I just
tell my story and be me and
hopefully people will relate,
see me live my best life and
want to do the same.
KM - Where can people follow
you and find your music?
RS - You can find my latest project “Purple Harley” on Spinrila,
Itunes, Spotify, Google Play,
Apple Music & Tidal.

The Konnected
Magazine Gulf Coast
Representatives

Clarence Thompson
(Gulfport, MS)Boss Rep for the Gulf Coast
Rod Moore (Moss Point, MS)
strongarm990
Mario Jackson (Mobile, AL)
jackson7818
Tina Bopper
(Mobile, AL)
TinaBopper251
Tinabopper100 (twitter)
Big Walt
(Biloxi, Ms)
Jerome “JP” Jones
(Moss Point, MS)

Kristen Cunningham, The Konnected
Magazine Gulf Coast Rep from Mobile
Alabama. CEO of Krystyle Entertainment
& Promotions. 2018 Industry Service
of the year Alabama hip hop honors.
We provide various industry services to
meet all your entertainment needs from
consultation, management, distrbution,
A&R & artist development. We are
available to come cover, promote, host or
coordinate any event. My camera woman,
videographer & host name is Tina
Bopper. You can follow me krystyleent
on all social media outlets , &
Contact information (251)366-4497
krystyleentertainment@gmail.com
Frank Babiboi Hall has been involved
in the music industry for 20 years..
Released 5 independent solo projects.
Created platforms for independent
artists for over 10 years.. Currently
Owner of Wowfam Radioshow, and
Babiboi Promotions, Promoter and Dj at
Zo’s Corna in Hattiesburg MS
babiboiofu2dk

Lex Luga
Lex Luga “Da Backwood
Ambassador” is CEO of the
Mississippi based Souf State
Connected (SSC) Marketing
Group in addition to being a
radio personality at 94.3fm
(Jackson, Ms) and Tv Personality on It’s Lit Tv(channel
18 in Jackson, Ms). Lex Luga
is one of the most influential
tastemakers in the Southern
Region. Known in the music
industry for his vast knowledge
and networking skill, Lex Luga
is highly sought after by major
and independent labels for his
ability to break artists in Mississippi and beyond.

Lex Begin his illustrious career
in the music business back in
2003, when he formed the indie label, Souf State Connected Records and released Jacktown Music Vol. 1, Souf State
Connected, a compilation that
introduced the Southern market to his roster of dynamic
artists. Borrowing a page from
fellow music entrepreneurs
like Master P and Sean “Puffy”
Combs, they did countless local shows, slowly building their
reputation in their home state
and surrounding area. Pouring the profits from shows,
merchandise and record sales
back into his company Lex
Luga acquired enough equipment to build a small studio,
plus learned the fine points
of marketing and music promotions. In addition, he had
gained a vast network of musical professionals. Combing
his newfound knowledge of the
record industry with the formal
education he received at Jackson State University (Lex holds
a B.S. in Business Administration and a Minor in Marketing),
Lex became capable of breaking not only his artists, but others as well.

It didn’t take long before a slew of other
indie artists in his
area started asking
Lex to lend his marketing and promotional expertise toward
breaking their projects.
This led to Lex opening up his
second business, SSC Marketing Group in 2009 and Souf
State Management. Under the
banner of SSC Marketing Lex
developed a number of profitable avenues to help break
new artists such as Dae Dae,
YFN Lucci and Yung Bleu into
the Mississippi Market. He also
created the renowned “Hood
Idol Tour” which is a platform
designed to connect aspiring
recording artists to industry
professionals seeking new talent. In addition to this, Hood
Idol Tour artists also have the
opportunity to learn some of
the fine point of how to present themselves on stage as
well as other aspects of being a professional performer
which would be considered
artist development. Lex Luga,
who serves as the tour’s personal ambassador and host
describes The “Hood Idol Tour”
as “a brand within a brand.” As
the Hood Tour brand grows
so does Lex Luga’s brand as
well. This has led him to other
business opportunities for him.
For example he served as the
assistant program director and
on air personality for 94.3 FM
in Jackson before moving on
to host It’s Lit TV, a syndicated TV show that focuses on
indie artists. Lex Luga hosts
an internet mix show that airs
on several internet stations
around the world, including
on K-100 (Atlanta, GA), Power904 (Jacksonville, FL), Pure
Truth Radio (Dallas, TX), LNS
radio (Birmingham, AL), Stop

Beefin Radio (Indiana, IN) and
Global Urban Radio (Europe).
Plus he has a mixtape series
called “the Trafiking Mixtape
Series that has over a 100.000
streams on various streaming
platforms on the net.
Lex’s hard work and dedication in the music industry has
landed him much acknowledgement as well as many industry awards. He is featured
in various publications around
the country, including journals
such as Hype Magazine, Pure
Truth Magazine and Swag
Magazine. His awards include
Mississippi Industry MVP for
2017, Hottest Movement of
the Year 2018, CaJoKai 2018
Triple Threat award, Radio
Personality of the Year Award
for 2017 just to name a few and
E.C.M.D. presented him with
a RIAA Certified GOLD Record for his role in breaking
major recording artists in his
region.
Never content to sit back and
rest on his laurels, Lex Luga
is constantly on the move trying to help new artist become
successful in the music industry. Staying true to his creed
“invest in yourself and put
God first, family second, and
as long as you keep working
hard toward your goal, money will come.” With his ambition, drive, determination and
penchant for hard work, Lex
is destine to become a music
industry icon.

Dwyane
In hIs lasT all sTar Game
Dwyane Wade embodies the best of the NBA:
remarkable skill, drive and professionalism as
well as a deep devotion to strengthening their
communities and growing the game around the
world,” Silver said. “As a global celebration of
basketball, our All-Star Game is an ideal setting
to salute this first-class NBA champion and
Finals MVP.”
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LiL
Wayne

is Back
The year was 2008 and Tha
Carter III just released. Lil
Wayne had the rap game
on lock. Tha Carter III album
went triple platinum, won a
Grammy for Best Rap Album,
and sold over a million dollars
in pure album sales in only
the first week solidifying his
spot at the top. His hit song
Lollipop had just peaked a
month before at number one
on the billboard charts. You
couldn’t turn on the radio
without hearing a Wayne
song or a song featuring
him. Lil Wayne even had the
mixtape world in his hand,

dropping Dedication 3 only a
few months later. His run was
Unstoppable.
One of the strongest bonds in
Hip-Hop was shared between Lil
Wayne and his father/ Label Boss
Bryan “Birdman” Williams. Cash
Money Records had been on a
roll for years, from the early Hot
Boys days down to later signing
big names like Drake and Nicki
Minaj. But this father son duo
was in for some tough times
ahead. Fast-forward to December
2014, Tha Carter V was set to
drop on December 9. Lil Wayne
expresses his frustration with the
label and blames the delayed
release on Birdman. After some
back and forth internally in the
Cash Money record label, on
January 25, 2015 Lil Wayne
filed a $51 million lawsuit against
Cash Money records. The lawsuit
claimed Birdman had breached
the contract by withholding Tha
Carter V and it demanded that he
end his contract with Cash Money,
taking ALL of his Yong Money
signees with him (including Nicki
Minaj and Drake).
A month later in an interview with
Rolling Stones, Wayne shared
that he was not even on speaking
terms with Birdman. After multiple disses aimed toward Cash
Money and Birdman from stage
and in multiple songs such as
M$ by ASAP Rocky, Wayne then
tried to oust Birdman from his involvement in Young Money (51%
owner). In July of 2015, Lil Wayne
released the Free Weezy mixtape

via Tidal. Birdman then sued Tidal for streaming the mixtape for
$50 million. By January 2016 it
seemed as if maybe Birdman and
Wayne had finally made up, seen
pictured together at Drake’s new
years-eve party, on stage multiple times together and they even
hit the studio together early in the
year. However, in the fall of 2016
Lil Wayne tweeted feelings indicating that he felt defeated and
hinted toward plans of retiring.
He later went on to explain his
tweets saying he did not plan to
retire but was disappointed and
felt trapped.
After much more back and
forth and various court dates,
Birdman and Wayne finally reach
a settlement. A three-year battle
was finally put to rest. The only
specifics given on the results
were that Wayne walked away
owning all his own music. So, raps
favorite father son duo made up
and were back to speaking every
day. Tha Carter V finally dropped
Set 28, 2018. The 22-track album
was a hit, four songs (“Uproar”,
“Mona Lisa”, “Don’t Cry”, and
“Let it Fly”) making the Billboard
top 10. “Uproar”, basically a
Special Delivery remix, sent the
rap world into a frenzy. Needless
to say the album was worth the
wait. Wheezy fans can breathe
easy once again, Lil Wayne is
officially back.

A month later
in an interview
with Rolling
Stones, Wayne
shared that he
was not even
on speaking
terms with
Birdman.

Written by Dominique
Roundtree

CHRIS
BROWN

NEXT ALBUM
Chris Brown fans, rejoice - the ‘Freaky Friday’
singer is releasing a new album in 2019!
With brand new songs and come rumoured
features in the works, his first project since
‘Heartbreak On A Full Mooon’ - said to be
called ‘Indigo’ - is on the way.

According to Breezy, the new project will
be named ‘Indigo’ and will be released
after the holidays. Fans can look forward to
a whole host of new songs following in the
footsteps of ‘Privacy’, ‘Questions’, ‘Party’
and more.

The auThor

SHatieRa
“Equality Ain’t Equal”

In a time when we as black people have no
voice, I decided to take a stand. For if we
choose not to stand up for our own, who
will? Now this does not mean that we step on
the necks of every other non-melanin race.
We do however, step on the necks of those
that are non-melanin and have chosen they
would rather see us with a noose on our own
necks than see us succeed. This book is
dedicated to the parents of our slain Kings
and Queens. Those who died at the hands
of officers who were released back into the
world simply because they were not BLACK.”
~Shatiera Holman
Born in Poughkeepsie, NY and raised in the small town of Warsaw, NC
Shatiera Holman has never been one to “Speak Up”. She has always
had a way with words, whether it be writing rhymes for no one to hear,
speaking poetry while in the mirror, or putting together plays for her middle
school talent shows, that she was too nervous to perform in. Shatiera
learned early, that she was better behind the
scenes. In person, she is a huge smile wearing
beauty but, inside she is a nervous book worm.
Shatiera has currently published three books which
include “The Blessing and the Curse”, “Aftermath”,
and her latest “Equality Ain’t Equal”. It is her
latest piece that has touched her heart differently.
Shatiera began working on Equality, after the death
of Mike Brown. She felt a need to speak on the
police killings but, had to do it her way. Equality will
lead to tears, anger, pain, and in the end a feeling
of justice. Shatiera tells a story of a murdered black
man, with no past and a bright future. Murdered
by the same person, he grew up thinking would
protect him. She captures the feelings from the
family of the victim, the thoughts of the killer, and
the truth that many know but few speak on. You
will be sure to want to speak up for yourself after
this read. Go check out “Equality Ain’t Equal” now.
Available on all major platforms or at her website,
www.officially-mzleggz.com.

Knowledge from
the Government
Shut Down
Has anyone actually paid attention
to what just happened? From the
simplest of childish action, we
all as people not just Americans
should have seen this. Who is
actually hurting from this so-called
shutdown? It looks like the wealthy
in this country are still gaining ground
and for the everyday worker, it’s life
as usual. So like the kid said what
does the Government actually do?

If the People did not stop crash and
burn, with the exception of those
working or dependent on that system
others are surviving as nothing has
happened. I see that FICA has not
shut down! But for some reason, all
of the money collected from your
household has come to a dead halt.
So why has your money not stopped?
You work right? You pay your own
bills and you buy what you want
within your means! Have you not
noticed that you have more power
when governance has to drop to its
knees. Or are you as the walking
dead “just another day”? Now I’m
not saying that governance is wrong
but I am saying this... Each individual
household is a business within its self
so as you would your business.
This is Pearl de Israel reporting
Business Matters 101
Business Development Consults
contact

Michellea
8643594854
@model_michellea
themichellea@gmail.com
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TekashI
6ix9ine
Tekashi 6ix9ine has reportedly pleaded guilty to nine felony
counts stemming from his alleged involvement with the
Nine Trey Gangsta Bloods gang. According to TMZ, the
controversial rapper appears to be striking a deal with the feds.
6ix9ine’s legal team entered the guilty plea on January
23. He reportedly copped to multiple counts of
racketeering, conspiracy, firearms offenses and narcotics
trafficking. Federal documents obtained by TMZ allege
the DUMMY BOY artist was involved in dealing heroin,
fentanyl, ecstasy, amphetamines and marijuana.
The Brooklyn native was indicted in November on multiple
felonious counts. If convicted, he was facing up to life
in prison. However, it’s unclear what kind of sentence
he’ll receive after entering the guilty pleas. Feds believe
multiple acts of murder, robbery and extortion are part of
the conspiracy.
6ix9ine has been behind bars since last November. His
attorney Lance Lazarro was attempting to put a $1.5
million bail package together but in a recent hearing, a
judge questioned Lazarro’s credibility after discovering
he’d represented two of 6ix9ine’s co-defendants in the
past. He’s now facing removal from the case.

The 22-yearold’s trial
was expected
to begin on
September 4.

Meek Mill

Forms Super Team

Meek Mill and Jay-Z and
the owners of the Philadelphia 76ers, Brooklyn
Nets and Super Bowlbound New England Patriots came together in New
York on Wednesday to announce the launch of an organization that will lobby for
changes to state probation
and parole laws.
The Reform Alliance will
be led by Van Jones, a
CNN host and activist who
served as an adviser to
former President Barack
Obama. Sixers co-owner
Michael Rubin said the
group is dedicating $50
million to the effort.
Mill became a symbol for
criminal justice reform activists after a judge in Pennsylvania sentenced him to
two to four years in prison

Jones said the Reform
Alliance is taking aim at
the cycle of probation and
parole violations that leads
people back to prison.

The performer said the
Reform initiative “is one of
the most important things
I’ve ever done in my life’’
and that he’s speaking “for
people who don’t have a
voice.’’ About 2.2 million
people in the U.S. are
incarcerated, and about
4.5 million are on probation
or parole, according to
government statistics.

probation until 2023. “With
this alliance, we want to
change outdated laws, give
people hope and reform
a system that’s stacked
against us.’’

for minor violations of his
probation conditions in a
decade-old gun and drug
possession case. He spent
months in prison before a
court ordered him released.

“If you thought my case was
unfair, there are millions of
others dealing with worse
situations
and
caught
up in the system without
committing crimes,’’ said
Mill, who will remain on

“That is the revolving door
that keeps people back in
and back in and back in,’’
Jones said. “We’re going
to dismantle that revolving
door.’’
Patriots owner Robert Kraft
said the current system “is
not good for America.’’
“We can make America
better if we really cure this
problem,’’ he said.

lilrichye
lilrichye
lil_richye

Photos by EG Photography
www.eg-photography.com
EclipseGraffix
EclipseGraffix

LiL richye

rap Game season 5 Party

Let’s Ride Records 13 year old Superstar Lil Richye debuted on Rap Game
Season 5 on Thursday, January 10, 2019. The premier party was hosted
by The Fuzion force dance Academy and despite an early exit from the
show, Lil Richye put on a great performance in front of more than 100 fans.
Other performances that night were The School Kidz and PB3 (Lil Richye’s
Brothers). Super Producer Zaytoven was in the building along with a host
of other celebrities and local talent. Music was provided by Platinum Alino
and the event was hosted by Fly Ty & Just Jacinda.

B-Mo
Byron “B-MO” Morant was born
in Pittsburgh PA. As a young child
Byron knew music was his calling.
At the age of 12 Byron started
winning contests around the city of
Pittsburgh against older competition,
which lead to his first commercial
for Sam Bostonian Shoes. By the
age of 21 Byron opened up and
worked with mega super stars
such as Buster Rhymes, Total,
Wyclef Jean just to name a few. He
then moved to Atlanta Ga where he teamed up with a
local DJ and performed during intermissions of poetry
readings. That still wasn’t enough Charlotte NC where
Byron life changed. He met up with his business partner
Tracy Williams aka “King Gautier” where they formed
there independent company Machouse Entertainment,
and along with Super Producer Drumlord P formed the
group I-10 Connect.
The music has opened up many doors such as being in
one motion picture “Blood Done Signed My Name”, and
a second movie “Sleeping Around” where Byron plays
a Secret Service Agent under Bill Bellamy. He also is
working on a clothing line “Hustlenaire Clothing which he
created with Co-Owner Ray Johnson who is the CEO of
Hood Proof Entertainment. Working on many endeavors
Byron plans to continue to touch people through his
music as God sees fit. Byron is the Host of Power Block
Radio Show that airs every Friday 8pm-10pm where we
interview local talent and promote community events.

PowerBlockRadioShowCLT

ByronDMorant

www.artistecard.com/BMoepk

A-Millie
Banks
KM - For the ones who don’t know tell them
who A-Millie Banks is?
AM - I’m A-Millie Banks from the Bronx New
York. I do hip hop and rap music and I’m sign
to Lucky 7 Music Group.
KM - Where can ppl find your music?
AM - My music is on all major platforms
such as Spotify, iTunes, Apple Music,
iHeartRadio, Google Play etc.
KM - How long have you been doing music
and what does your music represent?
AM - I been doing music for 9 years now.
I have traveled the world with my music.
My music represents the streets and the
struggle for people who can relate to where
I come from, but now I also make music for
the radio and clubs for people to enjoy.
KM - What was ya biggest show u had?
AM - When my team & I opened up for 2
Chainz in Washington DC 6,000 fans in the
venue and they loved our music.
KM - What artist inspired u to do music?
AM - Jay-z, Nas, meek Mill, Rick Ross,
J Cole. I feel we come from the same
struggle.
KM - Any projects released or
getting released soon?
AM - Yes I have a mixtape
called Rap & Sex drops January
31 2019 on datpiff.com

amillie_banks
amillie_bank
A-Millie Bank
A-Millie Banks

Luckbone
aka “Luck”

He was born in Mullins, SC and youngest of three
siblings. Luck is the only boy and brought up in a single
parent household. He was raised by his mother Betty
Legette. Lucks first love was music & basketball. He
started off writing his own music in the year 2002 and
started “Game Tyme Entertainment in 2004. His first
official mixtape called ‘SWAGG UP” Vol 1 2008/2009 with
the Incredible DJ Polo . He has several mixtapes such
as Creating A Demand (Luckbone & Anonymous) , Mr
SouthernPlayerific hosted by The Southeast Mouthpiece
J Pragmatic, new mixtape out NOW (Mustard & Mayo).
He’s about to drop (Mustard & Mayo 1.5) soon. Special
shout out Kevan Glover “I stay Konnected” he was
the first person who took Luck on the road to perform
at shows. “Shout out to 360 You Entertainment for the
support” Stay Tuned Carolina We Here!!!

Download His
Single “ Big Dog” on
all major platforms
right now!
luckbone
treetrimmerslim1
Luchas_2
luckbone1
treetrimmerslim@gmail.com
luckbone

THE KONNECTED STORE
“THE HOTTEST NEW CLOTHING LINE”

T-SHIRTS,HATS, MUGS, BAGS & MORE
#Purchase4ACause

25%

of your money goes to the
Konnected To Excellence
Scholarship Program. This
Program helps deserving kids pursue their
dreams in the Arts!

Use Promo Code: kids25
and receive 10% off your order
Check out our items on www.thekonnectedstore.com
Follow Us on Social Media
KonnectedStore

DOWNLOAD THE KONNECTED APP
THEKONNECTED
THE KONNECTED RADIO STATION

THEKONNECTED
WEBSITE: WWW.THEKONNECTED.NET

